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The post-Cold War world has seen the emergence of new
kinds of security threats. Whilst traditionally security threats
were perceived of in terms of military threats against a state,
non-traditional security threats are those that pose a threat to
various internal competencies of the state and its identity both
home and abroad. The European Union and the United
States have identified Latin American cocaine trafficking as a
security threat, but their policy responses to it have differed.
This book examines the ways in which the EU and the US
have conceptualized this threat. Furthermore, it explores the
impact of cocaine trafficking on four state functions economic, political, public order and diplomatic - in order to
explain why it has become 'securitized'. Appealing to a variety
of university courses, this book is especially relevant to
security studies and European and US policy analysis, as well
as criminology and sociology.
This comprehensive account of U.S.-Bolivian relations
presents startling contrasts between the histories,
mythologies, and economies of the two countries, debunking
the pop-culture myth that Bolivia is a poorer and less modern
version of the United States. Kenneth D. Lehman focuses
primarily on the countries' relationship during the twentieth
century, highlighting periods when Bolivia became important
to the United States as a provider of tin during World War II,
as a potential source of regional instability during the Cold
War, and as a supplier of cocaine to the U.S. market in recent
years. While the partnerships forged in these situations have
been rooted in mutual self-interest, the United States
was--and is--clearly dominant. Repeatedly, the U.S. policy
toward Bolivia has moved from assistance to frustration and
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imposition, and the Bolivian response has intensified from
submission to resentment and resistance. Bolivia and the
United States presents an illuminating discussion of the real
as well as mythical bonds that link these most distant and
different neighbors, simultaneously providing an abundance
of evidence to show how factors of culture and power
complicate and limit true partnership.
Traditionally U.S. drug policy and antidrug action has been
focused on blaming traffickers and fighting suppliers. Only
recently have people in the United States begun to
acknowledge the part played by U.S. demand for illegal
drugs. Past antidrug policy emphasized the foreign origin of
the drugs, and tended to blame Latin American producers
and suppliers, rather than address the enormous and
increasing demand in the United States. U.S. citizens spend
an estimated 100 billion dollars per year on illegal narcotics.
The South American cocaine trade is centered in three
countries, and involves an estimated one million people. U.S.
antidrug efforts so far have been aimed at eliminating or
disrupting foreign sources of the supply; however, real
success can only be achieved by reducing the demand. Mass
media has contributed to the U.S. public's increasingly
negative view of cocaine and their push for more action. The
drug trade between the United States and Latin America may
be seen as a joint venture, in which people on both sides
benefit and suffer at the same time. There is a need for a
new, economic focus in antidrug policy and action. A supplyand-demand model can be beneficial in understanding and
addressing the problem. An educational campaign is an
important component of this approach. Also, efforts must now
be international, based on cooperation among the United
States, Latin American, and other countries. Classroom
discussion questions and a 14-item bibliography are included.
(AS)
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This report addresses the ongoing social, political, and
economic challenges underway in Bolivia and presents a
clear set of recommendations for the U.S. government.
Gamarra argues that with ethnic, regional, and political
tensions in Bolivia on the rise, Washingtons current wait and
see approach to the Morales government is no longer
adequate. Gamarra encourages the U.S. government to
redirect its policy toward Bolivia with an emphasis on
preservation of democratic process and conflict prevention.
Transnational crime remains a particularly serious problem in
Latin America, with most issues connected to the drug trade.
There are several relevant roles that the U.S. Air Force can
and should play in boosting Mexico?'s capacity to counter
drug production and trafficking, as well as further honing and
adjusting its wider counternarcotics effort in Latin America.
This history of US-led international drug control provides new
perspectives on the economic, ideological, and political
foundations of a Cold War American empire. US officials
assumed the helm of international drug control after World
War II at a moment of unprecedented geopolitical influence
embodied in the growing economic clout of its pharmaceutical
industry. We Sell Drugs is a study grounded in the
transnational geography and political economy of the cocaleaf and coca-derived commodities market stretching from
Peru and Bolivia into the United States. More than a narrow
biography of one famous plant and its equally famous
derivative products—Coca-Cola and cocaine—this book
situates these commodities within the larger landscape of
drug production and consumption. Examining efforts to
control the circuits through which coca traveled, Suzanna
Reiss provides a geographic and legal basis for considering
the historical construction of designations of legality and
illegality. The book also argues that the legal status of any
given drug is largely premised on who grew, manufactured,
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distributed, and consumed it and not on the qualities of the
drug itself. Drug control is a powerful tool for ordering
international trade, national economies, and society’s habits
and daily lives. In a historical landscape animated by
struggles over political economy, national autonomy,
hegemony, and racial equality, We Sell Drugs insists on the
socio-historical underpinnings of designations of legality to
explore how drug control became a major weapon in
asserting control of domestic and international affairs.
This report includes background information on Bolivia’s
political unrest, economic situation, and relations with the
United States. In the past few years, Bolivia has experienced
extreme political unrest resulting in the country having six
presidents since 2001. Under policies of recently-elected
leftist-leaning President Evo Morales, Bolivia's relations with
neighboring countries, foreign investors, and the United
States have been complicated. For some 20 years, U.S.
interest in Bolivia has centered on its role as a coca producer
and its relationship to Colombia and Peru, the two other major
coca- and cocaine-producing countries in the Andes.
U.S.-Bolivian relations have become tense in 2006 in the
wake of the Morales government's questionable commitment
to combating illegal drugs, increasing ties with Venezuela and
Cuba, and the nationalization measure.
Examines the impact of coca and the cocaine trade on the
Latin American country most affected by it, Bolivia.
Latin American and Caribbean country foreign policy studies.
Good bibliography.
Perspectives of an Iconoclast: Writings in Latin American
Studies and International Relations provides summaries of
various Latin American cultures as well as essays that give
historical accounts of relations with the United States
including past CIA operations and interventions that still affect
those respective Latin American societies today. The book
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provides such provocative essays as "Sleepwalking Through
History", an abstract analysis of the socioeconomic incentives
of modern war; "Coca Culture", an essay that reveals the
traditional use of Coca among Bolivia's indigenous people
and how Coca plays a practical function within Bolivian
culture including harvest and work cycles, bartering for goods,
ect. The book's essays also promote the ideals of collective
security and multilateralism in international relations including
a progressive role for the United Nations and other
international organizations that will serve to strengthen
democracy and promote sustainable development abroad.

This book examines the geographic displacement of
the illicit drug industry as a side effect of United
States foreign policy. To reduce the supply of
cocaine and heroin from abroad, the US has relied
on coercion against farmers, traffickers and
governments, but this has only exacerbated the
world's drugs problems. US Foreign Policy and the
War on Drugs develops and applies a causal
mechanism to explain the displacement, analyzing
US anti-drug initiatives at different times and in
various regions. The findings clearly show that
American foreign policy has been a major driving
force behind the global spread of the illicit drug
industry, calling for urgent revision. This book will be
of interest to students of US foreign policy, security
studies and international relations in general.
In Coca Yes, Cocaine No Thomas Grisaffi traces the
political ascent and transformation of the Movement
toward Socialism (MAS) from an agricultural union of
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coca growers into Bolivia's ruling party. When Evo
Morales—leader of the MAS—became Bolivia's
president in 2006, coca growers celebrated his
election and the possibility of scaling up their form of
grassroots democracy to the national level. Drawing
on a decade of ethnographic fieldwork with coca
union leaders, peasant farmers, drug traffickers, and
politicians, Grisaffi outlines the tension that Morales
faced between the realities of international politics
and his constituents, who, even if their coca is grown
for ritual or medicinal purposes, are implicated in the
cocaine trade and criminalized under the U.S.-led
drug war. Grisaffi shows how Morales's failure to
meet his constituents' demands demonstrates that
the full realization of alternative democratic models
at the local or national level is constrained or
enabled by global political and economic
circumstances.
The study of Latin American and Caribbean
international relations has a long evolution both
within the development of international relations as a
general academic undertaking and in terms of the
particular characteristics that distinguish the
approaches taken by scholars in the field. This
handbook provides a thorough multidisciplinary
reference guide to the literature on the various
elements of the international relations of Latin
America and the Caribbean. Citing over 1600
sources that date from the nineteenth century to the
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present, with emphasis on recent decades, the
volume's analytic essays trace the evolution of
research in terms of concepts, issues, and themes.
The Handbook is a companion volume to Atkins'
Latin America and the Caribbean in the International
System, Fourth Edition, but also serves as an
invaluable stand-alone reference volume for
students, scholars, researchers, journalists, and
practitioners, both official and private.
It is commonly known that the Andean nations of
Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia are the international
centers of cocaine production. But until now, there
has been no comprehensive view of this billion dollar
industry. Using never-before unearthed information
culled from their extensive field research, Patrick
Clawson and Rensselaer Lee reveal the
configuration of the drug industry, from the original
cultivation of coca in the fields of South America to
the sale of cocaine on the streets of the United
States. The authors analyze the economic and
political impact of the drug business on the Andean
nations, including such problems as violence and the
undermining of legitimate business. Through the
ground-breaking work of Clawson and Lee, The
Andean Cocaine Industry illuminates one of the most
pervasive problems facing the world today.
Fire in the AndesU. S. Foreign Policy and Cocaine
Politics in Bolivia and PeruUniversity Press of
America
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While the U.S. has failed to reduce the supply of cocaine
and heroin entering its borders, it has, however,
succeeded in generating widespread, often profoundly
damaging, consequences on democracy and human
rights in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Drawing on declassified documents and extensive
firsthand research, The Politics of Cocaine takes a hard
look at the role the United States played in creating the
drug industry that thrives in Central and South America.
Author William L. Marcy contends that by conflating antiCommunist and counternarcotics policies, the United
States helped establish and strengthen the drug trade as
the area's economic base. Increased militarization,
destabilization of governments, uncontrollable drug
trafficking, more violence, and higher death tolls resulted.
Marcy explores how the counternarcotics policies of the
1970s collapsed during the 1980s when economic
calamity, Andean guerrilla insurgencies, and Reagan's
anti-Communist struggle with Nicaragua and Cuba
became conflated as part of the War on Drugs. The book
then explores how the U.S. invasion of Panama and
narcotics related violence throughout Andean region
during the 1990s led to the militarization of the War on
Drugs as a way to confront narcotics production, narcotraffickers, and narco-guerrillas alike. Marcy brings to the
reader up to the end of the George W. Bush
administration and explains why to this date the United
States remains unable to control the flow of cocaine into
the United States and why the War on Drugs appears to
be spiraling out of control. The Politics of Cocaine fills in
historical gaps and provides a new and controversial
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analysis of a complex and seemingly unsolvable
problem.
Over the past 10 years, the U.S. has spent about $20
billion on international drug control and interdiction
efforts to reduce the illegal drug supply. This report
summarizes the findings on international drug control
and interdiction efforts and provides overall observations
on (1) the effectiveness of U.S. efforts to combat drug
production and the movement of drugs into the U.S., (2)
obstacles to implementation of U.S. drug control efforts,
and (3) suggestions to improve the operational
effectiveness of the U.S. international drug control
efforts. Contains recommendations for the Director,
Office of National Drug Control Policy. Charts and
graphs.
Fire in the Andes is a trenchant comparative analysis of
why the U.S. drug wars in Bolivia and Peru are failing.
While frequent anti-drug battles are won, a flawed policy
analysis and strategy have led to strategic foreign policy
defeat in the region. This book fills an important gap in
our in-depth knowledge of U.S. foreign policy and its
application in the drug wars of the high Andes region of
South America. Written from the perspective of a former
active participant in the U.S. anti-drug policy formulation
and implementation efforts, the study uses an in-depth
comparative approach to evaluate the effectiveness of
the U.S. anti-drug foreign policy in Bolivia and Peru
which currently comprise the primary focus of the Clinton
Administration's counter-drug efforts to combat
narcotrafficking at the source in Latin America today.
"A study of United States-Bolivian in the post-World War
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II era. Explores attempts by Bolivian revolutionary
leaders to both secure United States assistance and to
obtain time and space to develop their policies and
plans"--Provided by publisher.

Thomas Grisaffi traces the political ascent and
transformation of the Movement toward Socialism
(MAS) from an agricultural union of coca growers
into Bolivia's ruling party, showing how the realities
of international politics hindered MAS leader Evo
Morales from scaling up the party's form of
grassroots democracy to the national level.
Pursuant to a legislative requirement, GAO
evaluated the scope, purpose, and effectiveness of
U.S. narcotics control efforts in Colombia and
Bolivia. GAO found that U.S.-supported crop control,
enforcement, and interdiction efforts in Colombia and
Bolivia have not produced major reductions in coca
and marijuana production and trafficking, and it is
questionable whether the efforts will achieve major
reductions in the near future. GAO found that
Colombia's large-scale efforts have had little effect
due to the: (1) unprecedented level of violence
associated with narcotics control; (2) lack of an
enforceable extradition treaty with the United States
for narcotics offenses; (3) general reluctance of the
Colombian military forces to become involved in
narcotics enforcement; and (4) lack of safe and
effective means of chemically eradicating coca. GAO
also found that Bolivia's efforts have had little effect
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due to: (1) the lack of clear legislation in Bolivia
outlawing coca cultivation and supporting
government control and eradication programs; (2) an
inexperienced and ineffective special narcotics
police force; (3) limited Bolivian government funding
for program objectives; and (4) generalized
corruption. In addition, GAO found that the
Department of State's Bureau of International
Narcotics Matters (INM): (1) did not systematically
evaluate program and project performance to assess
progress against established goals and objectives or
to redirect activities; and (2) does not have
guidelines which clearly establish the responsibility
for ensuring that INM units perform evaluations.
GAO also found that the Agency for International
Development's development and narcotics
awareness programs in Bolivia have not been
effective due to the unwillingness or inability of the
Bolivian government to introduce and implement
effective coca control and enforcement measures.
Cocaine has had a long and prominent position in
the history of American substance abuse. As far
back as the late 1800s cocaine was commonly found
hi patent medicines, elixirs, and, astonishingly, in the
earliest versions of Coca-Cola. Eventually, the
potency of cocaine was recognized and its purveyors
came under gradual regulation. Events hi the early
1900s kept cocaine use down until World War II, but
the extensive drug use of the 1960s once again
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sparked a national temperance movement. Created
in 1989, the Office of National Drug Control Policy
maintains responsibility for coordinating and
monitoring the nation's countemarcotics policy. But
responsibility for coordination and monitoring is not
the same thing as control. In Snow Job? Kevin Jack
Riley examines source country control
policies—policies intended to control the production
and export of cocaine from Latin America—and their
limitations. Part I draws together drug use, drug
production, and drug control policies hi an analytic
framework. It goes on to examine the recent history
of U.S. drug control policies, source country control
policies, the ways hi which cocaine prices affect
cocaine use, how cocaine is made, and the
vulnerable points in its production. Part II examines
the economic effects that production and controls
exert on the sources of cocaine—Bolivia and
Peru—and probes the Colombian drug lord
connection. Part III prescribes an appropriate path
for source country cocaine policies and examines
their implications for two other widely smuggled
drugs, heroin and marijuana. Riley disagrees with
analysts who believe that source country control
policies can lead to permanent victory hi the war
against cocaine, because of the potentially high
costs associated with implementing source country
control policies on a large scale. He suggests a
better strategy would be one that recognizes the
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severe limits facing interdiction, eradication, and
other source country policies, and instead focuses
on directing source country resources where they
will be most useful. This necessitates defining a
regional strategy that elevates political stability and
institution building, and demotes traditional
countemarcotics objectives. Snow Job? offers
original thinking and practical approaches to a
multidimensional world problem and will be of
interest to policymakers, political scientists,
sociologists, and law enforcement officials.
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